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When Large-Scale Disturbances Interact
We know that ecosystems are always recovering from the last disturbance, but how might
recovery be affected after a flurry of intense disturbances? This is an important question, given
the increasing frequency of large-scale infrequent disturbances (LIDs) due to both climate
change and human land use. The consequences of interacting LIDs on recovering ecosystems
will be explored through 2 articles, both suggesting that the ecological consequences will be
more serious than might result from a single LID. The first article provides theory as well as
examples of what happens after a series of rapidly compounded disturbances—the ecosystem can
surprisingly and irreversibly change to a new stable state. This is rather different from the
outcome of a single LID, in which the ecosystem rebounds to its previous condition. The second
article is a case study investigating whether prior fire regimes have any effect on pine mortality
after a subsequent hurricane. Not only was a strong effect noted, but two other findings arose,
with important research and management consequences:
1) The combined effects of disturbances are often unforeseeable from studying the individual
disturbances alone. This means if we want to predict the combined effects of multiple LIDs, we
need new research, since what we know about the ecological effects of individual LIDs may not
help.
2) Slight variations in initial disturbances can influence the long-term direct and extended effects
of subsequent disturbances. Thus, even if we limit ourselves to making small alterations to
ecosystem processes, those alterations can still produce very large ecological effects in the
future, during and after subsequent LIDs. This poses an important question for ecosystem
management. Since modern industry significantly alters ecosystem processes via the extraction
and use of copious natural resources, can we realistically expect to maintain stable ecosystems in
the long run?
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